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Main conclusions:

Macroeconomics: global recovery threatened by vaccine inequalities and supply chain woes

Container Shipping: onshore disruption leading to record delays and profits

Dry bulk shipping: profits surge to multi-year highs as pandemic related demand and 
disruptions linger

Tanker shipping: profitability still a way off for loss making tankers as pandemic drags on



Pandemic dragging on with very unequal 
vaccine distribution



EU GDP slower to get back to pre-pandemic levels



Almost half of it are agricultural products

Mainly:
Soya beans

Whereas 
construction 
materials: steel, 
clinker, cement 
and forest 
products are 
dominant too



MRs for EX; MR, Suez- and Aframax for IM

Split equally 
between:
Crude oil and oil 
products on 
imports

Number one in 
imports:
Sines, and then 
Leixoes

In exports: Sines



Carriers and tonnage providers pulling in record profits

Harper Petersen
Harpex

Charter rates 
(USD per day)

700 TEU 20,250

1,100 TEU 35,250

2,500 TEU 67,000

3,500 TEU 77,000

6,500 TEU 101,000

8,500 TEU 115,000



Extra capacity not solving congestion troubles



Uneven growth in volumes across trades

First 7 months of the year

Growth from 
2020

Growth from 
2019

Global 11.9% 5.6%

Transpacific 33.3% 26.6%

Global excl. 
transpacific 

9.3% 3.0%

Source: CTS



Lockdowns continuing to cause disruption



US retail inventories not keeping up with sales



Record high profits being spent in shipyards



Demolitions almost none existant



Main conclusions 

Container shipping: onshore disruption leading to record delays and profits

A: Onshore bottlenecks are holding back a return to normal in the container market with 
owners struggling to maintain schedules while at the same time pulling in record high profits

B: Adding capacity doesn’t solve the problems on land, with the extra ships instead finding 
themselves adding to the list of ships waiting to berth

C: Current market conditions expected to last well into 2022, but when the market inevitably 
falls, strength of the long-term contracts being signed today will be tested



Earnings surging to multi-year highs



Time charter rates following the strong market



Temporary support coming from 
pandemic related disruptions

Ships waiting 2 or more days in China

1 September 2020 1 September 2021

287 674



Strong growth in US grains exports year to date

However, soya bean 
exports unlikely to be 
as strong in the next 
four months as they 
were in the same 
period in 2020. 



Fleet growth set to drop by around half next year



Main conclusions 

Dry bulk shipping: profits surge to multi-year highs as pandemic related demand and 
disruptions linger

A: Temporary support measures for dry bulk shipping continue to support freight rates and 
will not disappear overnight

B: Congestion around ports and spill over from the red-hot container market are some of the 
main drivers

C: Looking forward demand growth in major Chinese imports may be less reliable as 
government restrictions to limit emissions come into play



Oil product tankers seeing some relief in earnings



Still a way to go in oil product tanker demand

Stand out:

Portugal:
Suezmax imports 
up from 27 to 41 
in 8m-2021 y-o-y

Other tankers 
unchanged



Differences in recoveries 
both geographic and by product
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Volumes slowly increasing for crude oil tankers

Global seaborne crude 
oil volumes down 6.9% 
from H1 2020 and down 
12.5% from H1 2019. 



OPEC+ gradually easing cuts



Record high oil product tanker demolitions



Main conclusions:

Tanker shipping: profitability still a way off for loss-making tankers as pandemic drags on

A: New virus mutations and travel restrictions have slowed the recovery in global oil demand 
as some countries lock down again and international travel remains complicated

B: Demand for certain products and in certain parts of the world slowly recovering with the 
OPEC+ alliance also gradually easing back its cuts

C: Despite poor freight markets, very little crude oil tanker demolition, while oil product 
tankers are being sent to the breaking yards at a record high pace



Join us for more insights 
Market analysis Interactive Bunker price tool Multimedia content



Thank you!

Contact BIMCO at

www.bimco.org

You can also follow BIMCO shipping market analysis on Twitter and LinkedIn


